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Figure 1: subseasonal to interannual observed rainfall
over winter rainfall zone (WRZ) of South Africa and AAO
also referred to as Southern Annular Mode (SAM). Also
shown is wavelet analysis.

Multi-decadal Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) variability is presumably predictable. Sensitivity experiment suggests its variability is likely explained by complex feedback mechanism arises from ocean-
atmosphere-cryosphere-biosphere coupled interactions. Notwithstanding, its sub-seasonal to interannual vacillation has a random trajectory. 

Figure 5: AAO interannual (a) and Interdecadal (b) trajectories
of four simulation strategies. Also shown in the inset is
coherency (spearman correlation) and goodness of fit (RMSE)
relative to the ESM.

INTRODUCTION

o Extratropical climate predictability on seasonal to
interannual time-scales is generally low due to
hydrodynamical instabilities.

o Initiatives aimed at reducing uncertainty of
predictions of the future weather and climate has
undergone tremendous efforts over recent years

o One aspect not extensively explored is the coupled
interaction of the ocean, ice, atmosphere and land
on various climate time-scales.

o Representing feedbacks and teleconnections in
climate models may embrace untapped source of
predictability

o The role of multiple climate forcings in SH high- to
mid-latitude climate variability is examined using
observation and modelling framework that involves
both idealized and realistic approach.

MODEL SENSITIVITY EXPERIMENT 

o ESM experiment interactively couples atmosphere, ocean,
biosphere and cryosphere models (control).

o AMIP type experiment, using time-varying AMIP sea-surface
temperatures (SSTs) and sea-ice concentrations (SICs) provided
through CMIP5 lower boundary forcing.

o AMIP experiment but annual cycle SST forcing.

o AMIP experiment but annual cycle SIC SST forcing

o All experiments constrained with (CMIP5) the time-varying CO2
and ozone

.

Figure 4: Simulated and observed leading SH SIC (upper panel)
and SST (lower panel) modes of variability based on (rotated)
EOF analysis applied to detrended monthly anomaly

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

o Antarctic dipole-like sea-ice year-round changes may need a
persistent mechanism to perpetuate its maintenance as opposed to
what previously thought.

o Interdecadal AAO variability found to be highly predictable with the
use of ESM, suggests complex feedback mechanism is at play which
may have far-reaching implication to SH wintertime predictability

o However, AAO sub-seasonal to interannual vacillation has a random
trajectory and its predictability may remain beyond reach even with
the use of ESMs

RESULTS

o Antarctic dipole-like sea-ice pattern and AAO intensified
in the last few decades

o Southern Ocean warming tend to co-occur with the
centres of anticyclones (crests) and is consistent with the
tendency of positive polarity of AAO over recent decades

o Interdecadal AAO variability is found to be sensitive to
coupled interactions

o Sub-seasonal to interannual AAO vacillation shows
random trajectory and is chaotic.

o AAO and Southern Africa rainfall covariability tends to
have distinctive spectral band preference
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ESM DESCRIPTION  

o Couples atmospheric (McGregor 2005 Mon Weather Rev),
dynamic ocean (Thatcher et al. 2015 IFIP Advances in
Information and Communication Technology, vol 448. Springer,
Cham), sea-ice (O’Farrell 2004 J Geophys Res Ocean) and
biosphere (Kowalczyk et al. 2013 Aust Meteorol Oceanogr J)
models

o All component models cast on a cube-based grid with reversible
staggered grid that eliminates overhead computational cost due
to grid reconciliation

o Applied either at quasi-uniform horizontal resolution to
function as a global climate model, or in stretched-grid mode to
function as a high-resolution regional climate model.

o Seamlessly applied across timescales for multiple applications

Figure 2: Covariability of rainfall and AAO at various band
bass with suggests that the SAM influences the rainfall
variability at two distinct spectral bands.
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Figure 3: instance of a stretched-grid mode zooming in
over the east-coast of southern Africa and Tropical
Cyclone tracking (issued on 13 March 2019).

Figure 6: Simulated and observed leading SH 700mb GH
modes of variability based on (rotated) EOF analysis
applied to detrended monthly anomalies (four model
experiments and two sources of reanalysis data).
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